An office automation system can realize making it speedily and easily to collaborate working in office. Thus, there is a strong demend for document processing which can storage and retrieve not only specialized OCR processed documents but also general document picture in the OA system. To preserve many digital documents in such a system, there are two ways for digital format. One is text format after OCR processing, the other is picture format after digital scanning. Document detection or searching from the huge amount of storaged digital documents is very important function for OA system. But in that situation, OCR process must be needed to transform a document picture image to text format via optical character recognition. However, there are many document storage as picture which contains some keyword cannot be detected through conventional text matching due to they are pictures scanned by image scanner.
This paper describes a new approach for high performance document detection or searching method without optical character recognition and its application to detect a document image from many technical document images.
We propose a high performance method for determination of local similarity between key word image and document picture. By using this approach we can saving of computation time of one order of magnitude or more than SSDA.
Conventional similarity detection method such as SSDA has a good performance caused by the faster evaluation than correlation matching. However, the SSDA has a shortcoming for today's huge amount of images. Thus, we introduce the interlaced fast sequential matching in order to avoid the shortcoming. Generally speaking, despite of great deal of public awareness, automatic determination of object searching in variety of image continues to be one of the most common image processing. Therefore, if we can find an efficient method to find target string image in any documernt picture, the more efficient detection can be performed. We first discuss some essential issues to be considered in document processing. Experimental results by using the proposed interlaced fast sequential matching, comparing with conventional correlation matching and SSDA, are also described. The good performance of the proposed method is shown. Table 1 indicates that some results of an experiment. This paper describes a new approach for high-performance image searching method named interlaced fast sequential matching and its application to document image processing for OA system. Conventional image retrieval method for a huge image such as Correlation Matching and SSDA have a shortcoming with their performance.Thus, we introduce the interlaced fast sequential matching in order to avoid the difficulty in the conventional methods. Generally speaking, image retrieval in many kind of documents continues to be one of the most common application for document prcessing. Therefore, if we can find an efficient method to retrieve any character objects without OCR process, the more efficient document management can be performed. We first discuss some essential issues to be considered in document processing with large document image. Experimental results by using the proposed method are also described. The good performance of the interlaced fast sequential matching approach is shown. 547 , , J82-DII, 11, pp.1930-1939 (1999) 9 FAX , , J85-DII, 9, pp.1371-1381 (2002) 10 , , J80-DII, 6, pp.1608-1616 (1997) 11 D.I. Barnea and H.F. Silverman: "A Class of Algorithms for Fast Digital Image Registration", IEEE Trans. on Comput., Vol. C-21, No.2, pp.179-186 (1972) 12 W.K. Pratt: "Correlation techniques of image registration", IEEE Trans. on AES-10, No.3, pp.353-358 (1974) 13 , , J83-DII, 9, pp.1861-1869 (2000) 
